Similarities with ANCOVA
Like MR, it can be seen as an intermediate multivariate procedure with only one DV Extends ANOVA: Assess significant group differences on 1 DV While controlling for the effect of one or more covariate Can be seen as Multiple Regression with 1+ continuous predictors (covariates) and 1+ dummy coded factors Allows for greater sensitivity than with ANOVA under most conditions When to Use ANCOVA?
One will see it used in two primary ways, one good, the other invalid by most accounts. Good: Experimental design Manipulation of IV Random Selection of Subjects Random Assignment to Groups IV does not affect the Covariate!! 1
There are variables that might relate to the DV but one wants to control for them, i.e. partition out their variance from the residual variance Leads to more statistical power, though the raw effect size should not change Adjusted mean difference is the same as the adjustment is equal for the groups involved, and if one follows Kline and others' suggestion, the standardized effect d would not change.
You may also see ANCOVA used as a followup procedure in MANOVA (again assuming experimental design)
When not to Use ANCOVA?
The other way one might see an ANCOVA used is with intact groups 1 The idea is to 'equate' the groups on the covariate and see if any differences remain on the grouping variable Problems:
Makes pretty much no sense to equate groups that are not equal The wrong model is probably being tested You are partialling out some amount variance the factor would share with the DV You will likely violate the Homogeneity of Regression assumption
In general, one should ask 'Am I doing an experiment?' 2 . If the answer is no, use some other statistical procedure. 
Ratio: Between Groups/ Within Groups
Just as with ANOVA, in ANCOVA we are very interested in the ratio of between-groups variance over within-groups variance.
ANCOVA Macro-Assessment
Effect Size: ES= η 2 η 2 = SS EFFECT / SS TOTAL , after adjusting for covariates
F-test
The statistical test in ANCOVA utilizes the statistic as in ANOVA If significant, group means statistically differ after controlling for the effect of 1+ covariates
Test of Means, Group Comparisons
Follow-up planned comparisons (e.g., FDR) d-family effect size While one might use adjusted means, if using experimental design the difference should be pretty much the same as original means. And typically you'll probably want to go with the regular means However, current thinking is that the standardizer should come from the original metric, so run just the regular ANOVA and use the sqrt of the mean square error from that analysis Graphs of (adjusted) means for each group also provide a qualitative examination of specific differences between groups.
Steps for ANCOVA 
